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INTRODUCTION

We wrote this devotional for you. We wrote it for you because as a follower of Christ, you play a
key role in His collective body and movement on earth - a role of eternal significance. But that
potential can only be fully realized within community. To find our role and live it effectively, our
eyes must first be opened to God’s design for us to be a technicolor tapestry of unity within
diversity. Unless each of us has a moment when we catch God’s design for unity in the Church,
the principles in our book, Designed For More will only have minimal impact. Our hope is that
this devotional will become a spiritual journey through which God reveals afresh to you how
deeply unity matters and the vital part you play.
In our book, Designed For More, we use both scripture and nature to help spark a movement
towards unity in our fragmented faith community. God designed his followers to be so much
more, but division has held us back. We pull out principles from the natural phenomena of
flocking starlings known as a Murmuration on how we can begin to unleash Christ’s vision for
unity in our deeply divided world.
A Murmuration is one of nature’s most beautiful displays of a unified and collective
movement. Named for the sound created by thousands of wings flapping, a Murmuration occurs
as a flock of starlings comes together in the evening to roost. To watch a flock of just fifty birds
flying in unison is amazing, but now imagine a Murmuration with thousands, even hundreds of
thousands of birds. At dusk, as if breaking forth from an organized huddle, the birds suddenly
take to the sky in mass. They swoop, dive, contract and then explode in unison with incredible
rhythm, speed, efficiency, and finesse.
Despite the rapid and close-quarter movements of the formations, they consistently avoid
collisions. Like a liquid cloud that has come to life, the birds play mid-air aerobatics and create
epic sweeping motions as if they obeyed a single conductor. The synchronized maneuvers are
simply spectacular.
It is this same spectacular and synchronized unity that Jesus prays for in John 17, when he prays
for you, for me and for His Church to be one.
The answer to Jesus prayer begins with you. It’s not up to you, and it’s not even ultimately about
you, but as a believer, you are an irreplaceable part of God’s Church. We hope God shows himself
to you in new ways through this experiential devotional!
We hope God shows himself to you in new ways through this experiential devotional!
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DAY 1: THE CREATOR CLEARLY SEEN

PRAY:
Lord, you make yourself visible to me through creation—your power, creativity and the mystery of
your infinite being. Grant me eyes to see and ears to hear what you want to communicate to me
today. Amen.
Read: Romans 1:20 (NLT)
For ever since the world was created, people have seen the earth and sky. Through everything
God made, they can clearly see his invisible qualities—his eternal power and divine nature. So
they have no excuse for not knowing God.

REFLECT:
God desires to fill us with amazement and wonder - and creation is one of God’s primary tools
to capture our attention. Creation opens our hearts to respond to God in worship through
wonder—mountains, sunsets, oceans, and birds. “Their voices aren’t recorded, But their silence
fills the earth: unspoken truth is spoken everywhere,” (Psalm 19:3–MSG).
Creation is a signpost to the very nature of God. It speaks to us of who God is, what God is like,
and what God values. Like art tells us about the artist, the very rhythm, order and design of
creation tells us of God’s character. God has put his message into creation—God’s nature
in nature.
Consider the variety of unity within diversity that just one landscape of creation contains.
A multiplicity of colors, hues and materials of varying density. We easily overlook the beautiful
chemistry and balance of unity everywhere we look. It’s all around us.

APPLY:
Carve out some moments today to simply notice God’s creation. The Artist is inviting you to pay
attention to his work. What do you see? What do you hear? Take your time. What does it tell you
about the Artist and about the order and rhythm of life, even your life? Ask God for the gift of
wonder!

PRAY:
O Lord, You are everywhere, speaking to me through your creation! Grant me ears to hear and
eyes to see You. Help me understand what you’re saying to me, to us—your Church—about the
way you intend for us to live and move together in your beauty, order, rhythm and design. Amen.
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DAY 2: BE HUMBLE AND GENTLE

PRAYER:
Lord, teach me what it looks like to “be bound together in peace” and to “make allowances for
each other’s faults because of our love.” Teach me today, O God, about being united in the Holy
Spirit and help me to look for opportunities to learn. Amen.
Read: Ephesians 4:2-6 (NLT)
Always be humble and gentle. Be patient with each other, making allowance for each other’s
faults because of your love. Make every effort to keep yourselves united in the Spirit, binding
yourselves together with peace. For there is one body, and one Spirit, just as you have all been
called to the glorious hope for the future. There is only one Lord, one faith, one baptism, and
there is only one God and Father, who is over all, in all and living through all.

REFLECT:
When people agree together about a common purpose, a special bond begins to grow because
there is a shared ownership. These are the hope-filled moments when couples “become one”
in a marriage commitment, when nations sign treaties, or new business partnerships are formed.
If the agreement is genuine, a special bond between the parties is born. The hard part is
continuing to grow together in this bond.
The Ephesians 4 passage give us the high level vision for why, “there is only one God and
Father” and also exhorts us to live in unity through our daily grind. Walking together in the
spiritual disciplines of humility and gentleness keeps us bonded. When we unite around God’s
purpose of becoming one, God is at work in the bigger picture to “make the whole body fit
together perfectly,” (Ephesians 4:16). It is easy to divide, but this sort of united community -now
that’s exciting and powerful!

APPLY:
Today, as best as I’m able, I will look for opportunities to offer humility and gentleness to others.
When it’s especially hard, I will remember that God is continually at work in me and in others,
helping us to “fit perfectly together” so the world will know the Father sent Jesus and that He
loves them. This is the bigger picture for oneness: that the world sees love.

PRAYER:
Lord, help me to put aside my differences with others today because of a greater love for this
needy world. May I learn to live with others in humility, gentleness and peace. May I become your
peace. Help me make “every effort” by the power of your Spirit. Amen.
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DAY 3: LIVE IN HARMONY, HONOR & LOVE

PRAYER:
I can almost see you smiling, Lord, as the psalmist pens this verse! What would the world see
if today I placed myself deeply into the unity of your Church? I pray my small and simple next
steps bring you great joy!
Read: Psalm 133:1 (MSG)
“How wonderful, how beautiful, when brothers and sisters get along!”

REFLECT:
When the Scriptures call us to “live in harmony with each another” it is not just for the blessing
we receive through community. The design is also to leverage the power of the whole body to
love and reach our world. It is a win-win situation. God is delighted when our harmony and unity
multiplies into serving others.
Our fellowship is brimming with possibilities, gifts, talents and resources! We are the light of the
world, yet most of our shining is as individual rays, pointing in many directions. Like learning a
new language or an infant learning to walk, living together in unity will be difficult at first. And
then, through the power and mystery of the Spirit, it will become the realm in which we live and
move and have our being.
To operate within our design is to live in harmony with our neighbor. This is where the most
fruitful life occurs. When we choose a different path, we suffer the negative consequences. This
is an invitation, therefore it is a choice that comes with a responsibility.

APPLY:
Today, make it your aim to dwell together in unity. Look for a shining ray, an opportunity. Then offer
your light and watch the ray brighten. Today is new and fresh with possibilities! Can you see God’s
delight?

PRAYER:
To live and have my being fully alive in your love and unity . . . that is my desire, Lord! May I join
my light with others today and shine into all those places where light is needed. May I sense
your great pleasure each time someone hears and sees the good news of your love among
your people. See how good and pleasant it is for brothers and sisters to dwell together in
unity! Amen.
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DAY 4: BE FRUIT DEALERS

PRAYER:
Lord, prepare the soil of my life so that fruit appears, the kind that causes people to want to
draw near to you. I’m counting on you to help me be fruitful in the details of my everyday living.
Amen.
Read: Galatians 5:22-26 (NIV).
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law. Those who belong to Christ
Jesus have crucified the sinful nature with its passions and desires. Since we live by the Spirit,
let us keep in step with the Spirit. Let us not become conceited, provoking and envying
each other.”

REFLECT:
In his letter to the Galatians, Paul reminds the early church that “the entire law is fulfilled in
keeping this one command: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ If you bite and devour each
other, watch out or you will be destroyed by each other. (Galatians 5:14-15 NIV). And just a few
verses later Paul delivers the beautiful list with the fruit of the Spirit.
It is critical to notice that Paul talks about unity in every one of his books. Consider Ephesians
1 where we read that God’s ultimate will was revealed in Christ: to sum up all things through
Christ and bring everything in heaven and earth together in unity.
Now, re-read today’s Galatians 5 passage with Ephesians 1 in the backdrop. Living the fruit
of the Spirit is the practical daily how-to and to-do list for us to be the conduits for God’s will
of unity.

APPLY:
Today look to the Spirit of God to live in and through you in order that people may experience
the love and compassion of Christ. Without forcing it, how can you be the vehicle for unity
through love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and selfcontrol to others?

PRAYER:
Lord, thank you for the gifts, the fruit you bring into my life. I’m grateful. I see the growth you are
producing in me, growth that helps me to love better. Help me to steward these gracious gifts well
in order to encourage others. Amen.
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DAY 5: LET SPARKS FLY

PRAYER:
Lord, use me to help someone become who you want them to be. And may I be open to those
you’ve placed in my life to sharpen me so that I become the person you desire. Amen.
Read: Proverbs. 27:17 (NLT)
“As iron sharpens iron, so a friend sharpens a friend.”

REFLECT:
In healthy relationships, friends sharpen each other. Sharpening iron can be a loud, hot and
uncomfortable process. Consider that it is only extreme heat that makes iron pliable. Similarly,
tension in our relationships can cause the friction and heat we need to be molded. But this
means growth. The trick is to allow this controlled fire to make us pliable and teachable, rather
than quarreling and divisive.
We don’t need to become anxious when believers have clashing convictions. Remember, we
can disagree and not sacrifice unity, as long as we do so respectfully and “regard others as
more important than ourselves.” (Philippians 2:3). We call this “gentle clashing” and only
possible when we keep our eyes on the greater purpose and missional calling of the Church.
This is how the world will be captivated and desire more of Jesus.

APPLY:
Be alert for iron sharpening in your life today. It may come from a word of blessing or through a
clash with someone. Especially notice feelings of irritation, defensiveness, or judgement. Before
you dismiss it too quickly, bring yourself before God and consider if this may be God’s gift of
sharpening. What can you learn about yourself and about the way Love desires to mold you?

PRAYER:
Lord, I humble myself before you and pray for ears to hear. Is this a sharpening encounter? Is
this an opportunity to live more into the unity of the Spirit and the bond of peace? Grant me a
willing and listening heart, O God, so that I can be molded by you. Amen.
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DAY 6: KNOWN BY OUR LOVE

Prayer: Make it my aim to love today. LOVE is the most important commandment. Love you.
Love others. Help me to cause others to move toward you as love expresses itself in unity.
Amen.
Read: John 13:35
“Your love for one another will prove to the world that you are my disciples.” (NLT)

REFLECT:
God calls his followers to be mirrors of His love, reflecting God’s self to the world. Our unity is
critical in our witness of the Lord we serve. More than church attendance or good works, our
unity is the greatest marker for our faithfulness to God. It is time for this vision to catch fire in the
Church.
What would happen if believers stepped into this calling and lived united in Christ? Our unity
would not only be an unseen aspect of our spirituality - the world would see unparalleled
suffering alleviated and good work accomplished.
Imagine if the two billion people worldwide who claim to follow Christ began to communicate
and share resources. The Church would become the hub of disruptive entrepreneurs and
innovative problem solvers for the largest issues facing our world. Our fellowship would be
marked by radically selfless servants on behalf of our needy world.
Imagine the dollars we could re-direct away from project duplication! Imagine the dollars we
could invest into on-going projects and begin to actually solve world-wide issues such as
hunger, clean water, human trafficking! Imagine if we freely served together without hesitating
over who would benefit or get the credit in the end! What could a united fellowship of believers
accomplish in the world?

APPLY:
What tugs at your heart today in the above reflection? What may be the Holy Spirit’s invitation
to you? Spend a few moments allowing this to sink into your most inner being. At the end of the
day, allow it to sink in some more. God truly means it: LOVE is the greatest commandment.

PRAYER:
Oh, God, for mercy, I pray. Lead me to my awakening places. Awaken me to hope, to faith, to
love. And the greatest of these is LOVE. Amen.
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DAY 7: FATHER, PROTECT THEM

PRAYER:
Lord, thank you for reminding me of the real world with a real enemy. Help me to be alert and
watchful of the enemy’s prowling today. Amen.

READ:
1Peter 5:8 (NLT)
Stay Alert! Watch out for your great enemy, the devil. He prowls around like a roaring lion, looking for
some victim to devour. Stand firm against him, and be strong in your faith. Remember that your family of
believers all over the world are going through the same kind of suffering you are.

REFLECT:
Followers of Christ have an elite, ruthless and deadly predator. The 1Peter warning is directed
to Christians because this manipulative, merciless, and real threat is still on the loose. It’s easy to
forget this in our comfortable environments, so it is no wonder that Jesus prayed over us, “Holy
Father, protect them by the power of your name,” (John 17:11).This prayer for protection is in the context
of Jesus’ prayer for unity among us. Jesus knew the profound connection between unity and
protection. And he knew exactly what we would be up against. As believers we must look to and
depend on the Spirit’s protection and the defense that comes when we unite with our brothers
and sisters in Christ.

APPLY:
In what ways may the enemy be trying to deceive and destroy you and/or your love toward other
believers? Notice your thoughts and feelings toward others throughout your day. Are they moving
you toward unity, or is unity, bit by bit, being devoured? How can you help protect others by
standing together? Bring your observations to God and don’t forget to listen for God’s response.

PRAYER:
Lord, teach me to be alert throughout today’s moment by moment encounters. Help me to
recognize the enemy’s deceptive attacks on my life and help me not hesitate in asking for help
from others. Help me notice where my lack of love may be causing division among your people.
I’m grateful and look to you for protection. Amen.
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DAY 8: TOGETHERNESS IS THE STRATEGY

PRAYER:
Lord, unite me with others who passionately desire to live life in a new way. I’m looking for a
community I can dream with and become your hands and feet, visible to our needy world.
Amen.
Read: Acts 2: 42-44 (NLT)
“All the believers devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching, and to fellowship, and to sharing
meals, including the Lord’s Supper, and to prayer. A deep sense of awe came over them all, and
the apostles performed many miraculous signs and wonders. And all the believers met together in
one place and shared everything they had.”

REFLECT:
A key part of early church growth strategy was unity. Luke places great emphasis on their
‘togetherness’ (Acts 1:14, Acts 2:46-47, Acts 4:24,32). This unity was not only of an abstract or
spiritual nature, but also a tangible, concrete and visible unity (Galatians 3:28) that offers solutions
to real world problems. This new type of community was designed to be the billboard to the world
of a new way to be human - Jesus’ way.

APPLY:
Do you have others with whom you prayerfully plan and strategize with in order to more
effectively reach your city and the world? Communities typically have many churches or ministries
all doing outreach work, but is there a collective plan to work together for a broader impact? We
can’t do everything together, but what are we going to do together?

PRAYER:
Lord, give me and my community your vision for our city, our world. Teach us how to work better
together. Would you do the impossible through us so that people will have a sense of awe around
your love and our unity despite our differences? May it be so. Amen.
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DAY 9: UNITY OVERCOMES PRIDE, PREFERENCE & PRACTICE

PRAYER:
Lord, forgive me and renew my mind. Help me to walk humbly before others today by listening with
compassion and respect. Awaken my heart to why unity matters to you, O God.
Read: Romans 14:1-4 (NLT)
“Accept other believers who are weak in faith, and don’t argue with them about what they think is
right or wrong. For instance, one person believes it is all right to eat anything. But another believer
with a sensitive conscience will eat only vegetables. Those who feel free to eat anything must not
look down on those who don’t. And those who don’t eat certain foods must not condemn those
who do, for God has accepted them. Who are you to condemn someone else’s servants? They are
responsible to the Lord, so let him judge whether they are right or wrong. And with the Lord’s help
they will do what is right and will receive his approval.”

REFLECT:
Unity is more important than personal liberty, pride, preference, or behavioral practice. As Paul
notes in Romans 14:1, there is no place for pride in regard to accepting one another. “Even if he is
weak in faith,” we are to accept a brother or sister.
In 1 John 4, the Scriptures say that if someone claims Christ as Lord, it is only by the Holy Spirit.
That is the baseline. For there, it is our responsibility to learn to be in community with others
despite our differences.
A firm emphasis on authentic relationships moves us away from the competition and individualism
that so often divides us. When we befriend someone from across the denominational pew, we
begin to appreciate their God-given uniqueness and creativity. A great marker of your internal
growth towards unity will be your willingness to celebrate when your brother or sister succeeds,
even when it does not benefit you directly.

APPLY:
Is there anyone you are judging, condemning or looking down on? Is there someone in your life
who needs your encouragement and support today? Have you been hesitant for reasons of pride,
preference or practice? Perhaps the Holy Spirit is highlighting someone who needs you to see and
believe in their own unique and creative gifts. How might you affirm and honor them, even if you
don’t get any credit?

PRAYER:
Lord, help me to stay in conversation with people I don’t agree with. Give me eyes to see their
heart, gifts, creativity and calling. May I never stand in the way of your love made visible through
them because of my pride or personal preference. O God, teach me to trust your bigger picture.
Amen.
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DAY 10: DON’T GROW WEARY

PRAYER:
With all that you are saying to me about unity, God, help me when I get weary. Help me to not
give up on my brothers and sisters when it gets hard. I want to persevere in doing what is good
and builds your kingdom. Amen.
Read: Galatians 6:9, 10 (NLT)
“So let’s not get tired of doing what is good. At just the right time we will reap a harvest of
blessing if we don’t give up. Therefore, whenever we have the opportunity, we should do good
to everyone, especially to those in the family of faith.”

REFLECT:
There will be many days when you will feel like giving up on unity. Sometimes it feels just too
hard. Making space for more relationships is time consuming. Putting up with a fellow believer
that rubs you the wrong way is irritating. Trying to bring people together is defeating. Making
allowance for people who have a different agenda is hard….the list goes on. Often It would be
easier just to go and do our own thing.
But Love is strongest when we put up with each other. When we move past the immaturities of
preference and comfort. This is when God can use us to accomplish so much more with all of us
working together.
Bring your best to the table and stay there until you’ve heard God’s heart for your community.
Don’t grow weary in doing good. Blessing will come at the appropriate time. When it gets
hard to walk in unity, never forget that Jesus prayed for it - this should give us great hope and
optimism!

APPLY:
Today I will call someone who has not been at “the table” for a while. I’ll let them know that they
are missed, loved and needed. Pray fervently to not lose vision and passion for people coming
together in unity.

PRAYER:
Lord, keep the big picture vision of unity before me so that I do not grow weary in doing what is
good. Give me ears to daily hear your prayer for us:
“I pray that all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you… May they also
be in us so that the world may believe that you have sent me.”
John 17:21, 23
Amazing Lord, may it be so.
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God’s Design for Unity is a ten-day devotional
based on the book DESIGNED FOR MORE:
UNLEASHING CHRIST’S VISION FOR UNITY
IN A DEEPLY DIVIDED WORLD.
Division and fragmentation have hindered the Church’s
power to influence and transform the world. Our
very mission is in the balance if Christ’s followers fail
to become one. Using research from the power of
collective movements, Lucas Ramirez and Mike DeVito
unveil principles that call Christians to come together for
the glory of God. We invite you to join God’s great vision
for changing the world through Christ!
AVAILABLE FORMATS:

Hardcover (9781546032984)
Audio Book (9781549168598)
eBook (9781546032960)
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